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Charting the territory of artistic expression can often be hampered 
by the demands of everyday life. For self-described “obsessive 
gatherer” Mona Monroe, these challenges have served to curate 
her creative voice and defi ne her artistic resilience. 

by Jenn Rein

OPPOSITE
Reclaim What It 
Means To Be Wild 
Again (oil and mixed 
media on cradled 
board, 36x36)

BELOW
Looking Into the 
Abyss and It Looks 
Back at You (oil and 
mixed media on 
cradled board, 
36x36)
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OPPOSITE TOP
Released: Moments 
of Shared Gratitude 
(oil and mixed media 
on cradled board, 
30x24)

OPPOSITE BOTTOM
Six Impossible 
Things Before 
Breakfast (mixed 
media, 11x5½  x6)

BELOW
Holding on to Our 
Safe Places (oil and 
mixed media on 
cradled board, 
30x40)

Her 3-D mixed-media work leans 
toward soft sculpture. Textile pieces 
selected and wrapped with deep inten-
tion around carefully chosen objects 
or, perhaps, housed in a wooden box 
reminiscent of an altar might land  
outside among the aspens, hang-
ing from stark white branches. In 
Monroe’s outdoor installations, the 
life of a piece is directly influenced by 
its exposure to nature.

The artist further shapes the 
life of her materials by aging them. 
She’s prone to burying items in the 
forest floor or tucking objects into 

T
he mountain hamlet of Alta, Wyo., sits at 
6,440 feet in elevation and is located just 
40 miles from the boundaries of Grand 
Teton National Park. Dense forest popu-
lates the surrounding hills, with conifers 
and aspens bearing witness to the turn of 

the high-altitude seasons. It’s here where interdisciplinary 
artist Mona Monroe’s creativity thrives.

In a home studio that also serves as a cabinet of won-
ders for all the objects she holds dear, Monroe keeps her 
hands busy bringing her abstract visions to life. She’s not 
confined to one medium, but instead gives her creativity the 
opportunity to surface in multiple ways. Over the past year, 
her gallery events in Jackson Hole, Wyo., and Boise, Idaho, 
have featured mixed media with oil on cradled board. 
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snowdrifts around her property. The long, sometimes 
arduous Wyoming winter brings a special anticipation as 
Monroe waits for nature’s reveal. It’s a process of patience, 
of long-awaited results that can only be appreciated after 
the winter has had its say.

For those who know Monroe, her patient approach is 
not a surprise. This stage in her full-time practice has been 
predicated on decades spent balancing corporate work and 
raising a family. “But it was always there,” she says of her 
creative spark, “the intention was always to be an artist.” 

CREATIVE RESILIENCE
An education in the arts that included studies at Vermont’s 
experimental Goddard College gave Monroe a jumping-off 
point into several different media. “I started as a paint-
ing major,” she says. “I wanted to paint so badly. I had the 
attitude that I’d be happy to starve just to keep painting.” 
Instead she was driven toward a printmaking major after 
fielding input from her professors. She owes this decision to 
her inexperience at the time. “I was so young and so trusting 
of their opinions,” she says. “I was literally told I should go 
into printmaking instead of painting, so that’s what I did.”

Beyond artful intentions, Monroe’s personal life was 
also in flux. She moved to Oregon, married and started 
a family. Before long, she was in the beginning stages of 
what would be a career in human resources. Even in this 
seemingly button-down role, her artist’s eye still found 
inspiration in the periphery. “I was hired as personnel 
director at a flower nursery and had all of the plant life 
right there to look at,” she says. The artist even speaks of 
a love for office supplies, which can be seen in the file 
box constraining the messy exuberance of Six Impossible 
Things Before Breakfast (left). With a full-time job and two 
sons, Monroe still gave her creative mechanism the fuel 
it needed. “I never stopped. Not through raising kids or 
working,” she says. “Yes, there’s an ebb and flow when 
there are so many demands. Maybe my productivity would 
go dormant for a time, but I found a way to keep creating.”

This resilient attitude toward her work was deeply 
tested in 2002. Monroe became widowed when her 
husband of 24 years, William Ward, died in a climbing 
accident on Oregon’s Mount Hood. The incident received 
nationwide coverage, “It was on the news over and over—
People Magazine covered it,” she says. “It was very hard and 
surreal. I continued to work, somehow. I had to try and fig-
ure out who I was after that.”

“I realized I needed to just 
spend time on the work and 

stop being concerned with 
selling or showing.”

—MONA MONROE
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Her creative energy was sustained by her employer at 
the time, Pacific University, in Forest Grove, Ore. “Access 
to their art department really helped,” says Monroe. “I was 
able to participate in shows, thanks to that campus.” On 
the other side of this unexpected and tragic loss, a full-
time interdisciplinary artist would emerge. 

GATHERING A NARRATIVE
Monroe’s habit of surrounding herself with the objects 
that serve her art is on full display in her home studio. 
This is where the “obsessive gatherer” in her comes to 

the fore in the form of textiles, paper, office supplies, 
a collection of eclectic objects, and not least of all, religious 
iconography. “If you look around my house, you’ll see dif-
ferent altars here and there,” she says. “I’ve always been 
interested in religious objects. I wasn’t brought up as reli-
gious, but there’s something about the spiritual—just the 
objects themselves appeal to me.”

The artist’s attachment to these symbols is channeled 
into her art and can be seen easily in her assemblage work. 
Lately, Monroe has focused on creating wrapped objects 
that integrate textiles and twine, string or yarn. These are 

LEFT
Items Found That 
Should Exist (oil and 
mixed media on 
cradled board, 
30x24)

OPPOSITE TOP
What Do We Do 
With the Ashes? 
(mixed media, 
16x10x8)

OPPOSITE BOTTOM
True Stories (oil and 
mixed media on 
cradled board, 
30x40)
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reminiscent of sacred Native American prayer ties, but 
on a larger scale. “I like to call the wrapped item a chrys-
alis, and I like tying and bundling around objects that are 
vessels, like urns or cups,” she says. “The idea is that the 
object will hold more of the story—a story that has already 
been told through the history of the fabric. I’m drawn to 
what I like to call ‘family cloth,’ as in something someone 
in your family has worn and imprinted upon.”

Monroe buries these bundles on her property. “Putting 
those things in an outdoor environment lends to that story 
and transforms it into something else,” she says. “The 
story develops and grows because the objects are absorbing 
everything that’s happening in the atmosphere.”

The atmosphere Monroe refers to was embraced in 2010 
when she relocated to Wyoming with her second husband. 
At the time, the artist was largely unaware of what her 
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new community might hold in the way of moving her art 
forward. It was only after arriving that she understood the 
artful draw of Jackson Hole and learned that landscapes 
and wildlife reigned in subject matter.

“I wasn’t certain what I should be chasing here,” she 
says. “I realized I needed to just spend time on the work 
and stop being concerned with selling or showing. Once 
I decided to focus on the work, I obtained an artist resi-
dency with the Jentel Foundation, in Banner, Wyo. There 
are so many different artist residencies in the state that are 
well respected. You get to spend unfettered time just doing 
your artwork—and I showed up to paint.”

UNEARTHING ARTISTIC VOICE
With a new focus on her painting, Monroe has discovered 
both method and meaning. Her 2-D work is mixed-media 

“It’s all connected. I try to fi nd 
a way to tie it all together.”
—MONA MONROE

driven and may include 
collage elements that are 
sewn onto the surface of her 
canvas. It’s her use of cradle-
board and cold wax, however, 
that sets her work apart. “The 
paintings start with gesso,” she 
explains, “but even the application 
of this substance is not necessarily 
typical of what another artist might 
choose. I’ve discovered a gold-colored 
gesso, for instance, that I love.” From 
there, she builds up layers of oil paint that 
have been mixed with cold wax. “The first 
layer is really bright and colorful,” she says. 
“Sometimes I’ll put masking tape down to 
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MEET THE ARTIST
Mona Monroe (monakmonroe.com)
works with a variety of media 
and processes. She received 
a BA in printmaking from 
Goddard College, in Plainfield, 
Vt., and studied painting at 
Moore College of Art and 
Design, in Philadelphia. She 
has exhibited in solo and 
group shows in Oregon, Idaho, 
Wyoming and Colorado, and her 
work is in private collections 
across the United States and 
Europe. The artist lives in the 
Grand Teton area of Wyoming.

leave part of the bottom layer on there. I cover the colors 
in black, then add another lighter color.” 

This layering method sets the stage for Monroe to begin 
her excavation process. “I start digging down to the under-
lying layers, which the cold wax allows me to do,” she says. 
“I may add some collage elements at that point. I enjoy 
adding and subtracting to the composition. When I take 
something away, however, I’m always ready to add some-
thing else.” 

It seems no matter what approach or which material she 
uses, this artist has found unique value and meaning in 
burying and then unearthing. With the art she has been able 
to show in the past two years, especially, she’s on a jour-
ney of connecting the separate media in which she works. 
“It’s all connected. I try to find a way to tie it all together,” 
she says. A viewer can see this in the asemic writing that’s 
applied in Monroe’s 2-D work, reading as lyrical lines that 
are there to provide mystical direction. If followed, this 
looping thread might lead to other pieces of her inspiration, 

ABOVE
Items Found That 
Don’t Exist (oil and 
mixed media on 
cradled board, 
30x24)

OPPOSITE TOP
Memory Stick 
(mixed media, 27x3)

OPPOSITE BOTTOM
Things That Came 
Out of the Box (oil 
and mixed media on 
cradled board, 
30x40)

a sort of artful scavenger hunt that 
unveils the work of an artist who has 
curated her voice over a lifetime. 

“I would say that only in the last 
few years has my work become so 
intensely personnel,” says Monroe. 
“I’ve been able to revisit and work out 
some things, either from my child-
hood or from my adult experience. It 
has taken me this long, through the 
constant working and making. The 
only thing that makes you good as 
an artist is keeping up the work. You 
can’t do it occasionally and expect to 
see important results. To keep work-
ing is the best thing.”  

Jenn Rein (jennrein.com) is a writer and 
content producer living in Colorado.
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